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In focus:
Consumer data
Every business hopes to scale. But organic growth doesn’t
come by magic, and to deliver it companies need a solid pillar
of data-led decision-making that can drive strategy.

Daniel Smith
Investment team

Strategic growth plans today look
completely different to those we
would have seen 10 or even five
years ago – the world has changed.
Firstly, the information available to
businesses as they make decisions
is exploding: in the next two years
alone, the accumulated volume of
data will increase 10-fold according
to the IDC.1 Secondly, the tools
available to translate that data
into actionable insight are more
sophisticated and accessible than
ever before: descriptive, predictive
and prescriptive analytics tools make
it possible to plot a far more scientific
course for growth.
Consumer data has increased in
complexity as well as in quantity.
The traditional marketing mindset
of traveling down a “funnel” – from
awareness of the product and brand
to the moment of purchase – is
transforming.

In order for a consumer-facing
business to keep pace and not be
overwhelmed by the proliferate
ways in which they can acquire new
customers, data is absolutely crucial.
Understanding the real profit-value
of your marketing activities will allow
you to prioritise cost effective ways
of acquiring and, importantly,
retaining customers.
At Livingbridge our in-house
customer acquisition and retention
team is on hand to help our portfolio
companies face these challenges
head on. We work with management
teams to collate and analyse their
data to create an efficient platform
to visualise the effectiveness of their
activities and to prioritise their
efforts. In this report we look at how
this process can enable consumerfacing businesses to design,
implement and measure the
optimum customer journey.

The channels by which consumers
discover brands, their methods of
purchasing and their brand-loyalty
have all changed dramatically with
the rise of the smartphone and
changing millennial behaviours.
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If you build it…
will they come?
What’s the easiest way to scale up
a consumer-facing business? Simple,
find yourself more consumers! Now
the harder question: do you have the
data and intelligence to know who
those consumers are?

Size the market

Susie Stanford
Investment team

Scalability is all about
smarter customer
acquisition, argues Susie
Stanford, but don’t forget
to ensure your customers
exist in the first place.

To find more customers you need to
understand your addressable market
and this data should inform your
strategy. If the market is not big
enough for business growth ambitions
to be achievable, your strategy must
change. For example brands can
move into adjacent markets or grow
internationally. The important lesson
is that trying to acquire customers in
a market where there aren’t enough
to go around is pointless.

63%
Customer
acquisition is
a science not
an art…
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the number of
marketers who believe
generating new traffic
and leads is now their
greatest challenge2

Quantifying the addressable market
isn’t always straightforward,
particularly for consumer businesses
trying to sell more discretionary
products and services. It’s more
difficult to work out how many people
might visit a restaurant rather than a
grocery store; everyone needs groceries
whereas people choose to dine out.
Even the biggest companies
misunderstand their market
sometimes. Take Coca-Cola C29,
which the drinks giant launched in
2004 to cater for young men they
believed would prefer a soda with
half the calories. Only when research
was conducted after the product
failed was it discovered that what
those men had really wanted was a
product with no calories at all. While
the addressable market for Coca-Cola
C2 was tiny, the company realised the
market for Coke Zero, which it went
on to release, was huge.

40%

the rate at which the
data available to
companies is growing
each year3
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To find more customers you need to
understand your addressable market...
If the market is not big enough for business
growth ambitions to be achievable, your
strategy must change.

31%

57%

of consumers wish their
shopping experience
was more personalised7

of consumers are willing to
share personal data in
exchange for more personalised
offers and discounts8

$20bn
the annual spend of US
companies on customer
data6

10%

the proportion of
their total market
that the typical
company has
identified5

…and build
a granular
picture of your
customers

42%
Startups that fail
because of lack of
market need4

…but you need
to understand
your total
addressable
market
TO LET
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Mistakes are common. Businesses
often struggle to define their market
clearly in the first place, which makes
it difficult to set realistic boundaries.
Or they’re overly dependent on
subjective information such as the
view of a small sample of customers.
Another common mistake is to
regard the market as static, taking
little account of the impact of
moving trends.
Our in-house customer acquisition
and retention team work with our
portfolio companies to navigate
these difficulties. Using a
combination of approaches it is
possible to build good-quality data
on the size and nature of almost any
market. Top-down analysis, based on
broad market size statistics and the
proportion of this market the business
can serve, is a good start.
A software company selling
accounting software to small
businesses, for example, should be
able to pinpoint the total number
of enterprises of an appropriate size
for its products – and therefore how
much revenue selling at a certain
price would generate.

4

Bottom-up analysis focuses on
the main variables of the target
marketplace, totalling the revenues
on offer in each product category,
geography and market; this may
take longer but often proves more
accurate. Audited public filings can
be a valuable source of this data.

And they can start to test which
acquisition methods achieve the
best results. The endgame is
understanding how to acquire the
most valuable customers in the most
affordable way. But you can’t get
there until you truly understand
your market.

Select research sources with care,
adding independent market analysis
to publicly available information
and original research. The accuracy
of data is important, and some
sources will carry greater weight than
others. On this basis, it’s also crucial
to triangulate findings – comparing
the conclusions of different types of
research in order to reach a
consensus view.

Take BoilerJuice, in which Livingbridge
invested in 2016. It’s an online
platform that enables households
not connected to the domestic
gas grid, to buy heating oil quickly,
conveniently and cheaply by
aggregating the oil providers in a
highly fragmented marketplace.

Segment the market
By thinking in this way you can
build a more detailed picture of the
customer base. You can undertake
primary customer research in the
most receptive segments of the
market to begin to understand
how much they might spend –
and how often.
In time, by overlaying internal data
on external information sources,
businesses can build a sophisticated
and granular picture of their
customers – and therefore make
smarter decisions about acquisition.
They can start to assess the resilience
of their customer proposition and the
quality of their differentiation.

BoilerJuice’s total addressable market
constitutes the 1.6 million households
in the UK that buy oil for domestic
use by using postcode-level data
and research it has proved possible
to segment the market in real detail
– and then to focus on a localised
customer acquisition strategy.
The results have been dramatic,
with customer numbers up by 50%
to 180,000 in just two years.
Get this process right and it can be
a powerful driver of growth, but it’s
all reliant on up-to-date and accurate
data. By providing a means with
which to constantly evaluate what’s
working – and what’s not – data
offers companies an unparalleled
opportunity to win more customers
and to understand how this was
achieved in order to repeat the trick.

livingbridge.com
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Case study

Sykes
Cottages
Holiday cottage
rental agency
Sykes Cottages is a leading
independent holiday cottage
rental agency with over 13,500
properties across the UK, Ireland
and New Zealand.
The business has rapidly expanded
since our investment in 2015, through
a laser-like focus on both creating
efficient customer acquisition
strategies and by putting the
customer at the heart of their service
levels to support customer retention.
Sykes aims to create a virtuous circle
of improvement in service levels,
taking a forensic approach to NPS
scores and making sure they have
invested in the tech they need to
offer the best service to clients
and customers in a scalable way.

They have also worked closely with
our customer acquisition team to
improve the value of PPC and SEO
campaigns. By finding more
customers and delivering a great
experience they generate a rebooking
rate of over 40% and have created
an effective customer acquisition
engine for growth.

“Livingbridge’s in-house team
have been hugely helpful in
helping us think through how
we analyse data to create
more effective strategies. We
are totally aligned in how we
think of our customers and
that has been fundamental to
our growth.”

Graham Donoghue
CEO, Sykes Cottages

livingbridge.com
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How much is your
customer worth?
5x

Customer
retention is an
efficient driver
of real value…

40%

the proportion of revenues a typical
store generates from existing
customers, even though these
customers account for 8%
of customers by number13

…but too few
businesses
prioritise
retention over
recruitment of
new customers
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50%

it costs five times as
much to attract a new
customer as to retain
an existing one10

16%

the increase in customer
acquisition costs over
the past five years11

67%

the extra that
established customers
spend on a typical order
compared to the value
of a new customer’s
initial purchase12

the percentage of companies
that focus more on retention
than acquisition14

…and existing
customers are
easier to sell to

42%

the percentage of
companies able to
measure customer
lifetime value15
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When you acquire a customer, do you
know how much they’re worth to you?
That is, how much they’ll spend over a
lifetime of giving you their business.
And do you know what strategies will
increase this lifetime value? If not, you
may not have thought hard enough
about customer retention and that
could undermine your ability to scale.

Steve Jones
Growth acceleration team

Unless a business
understands its customer
lifetime value, Steve Jones
says it’s likely that they’re
underestimating their
growth potential.

29%

the percentage of
companies that say
maximizing customer
lifetime value is a top
strategic priority16
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Every business seeking to scale
focuses on customer acquisition –
the constant need to bring more
customers onboard to increase sales.
The desire to acquire a greater share
of the market is natural – it’s the
obvious route to growth if the value
of a market as a whole isn’t growing.
However, this activity is often driven
by a lack of insight about the customers
you already know. For example, do
you know the cost to your business
of a new customer making a purchase
compared to an existing one? It is
almost always cheaper to secure an
existing customer’s ongoing business,
making it a more cost-effective way
to source the revenues of the future.
Also, it’s much easier to make an
accurate assessment of existing
customers’ likely spend with the
business, providing much-needed
visibility over what future revenues
might be.
The data is compelling. It can cost
five times more17 to attract a new
customer than to retain an existing
one, and increasing customer
retention rates by 5% has the
potential to increase profits18
between 25% and 95%!

Build the data
Businesses with a data-driven
customer acquisition strategy should
also be able to build good intelligence
on the lifetime value of their existing
customers. Most have the data to
know how much regular customers
spend over set periods of time.
What is important is to focus on
the breakdown between one-off
customers and regular returners,
and to consider the propensity to
buy more of the same products and
to try new products or services.
Armed with this data you can focus
on how best to drive that figure
higher. In practice, the better the
data you have, the more you can
achieve. Can you identify the lifetime
value of particular customer
segments, for example? Can you
analyse by sales channel?
Working with this data to develop
metrics is the best way to direct your
customer retention activities, keeping
it in the context of what it means
for your business. Indeed, the same
customer behaviour will mean
different things to even ostensibly
similar businesses: a customer of
a pay-as-you-go gym, for example,
who spends money in four months
of the year might be regarded as an
asset; in a gym demanding annual
subscriptions, by contrast, a customer
who only visits for four months a year
is a concern – they’re likely to cancel
their contract.
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Strong customer retention practices can
be a crucial driver of growth and scale.
Yet for too many businesses this is a
neglected area.

Act on your findings
This data will instruct where to direct
your customer retention activity.
Customer service will be one part of
retention strategy: every consumerfacing business understands the need
to treat your customers well in order
to encourage them to come back.
This attitude needs to become
systemic – metrics such as net
promoter score (NPS) provide
continuous feedback on how well
you are doing at keeping customers
happy; customer surveys and other
feedback mechanisms provide
additional intelligence that you
can act on.
Moreover, when things do go wrong,
turn a problem into an opportunity.
There is a body of evidence19
suggesting that customers who make
a complaint that is subsequently
resolved to their satisfaction become
more loyal customers than those who
didn’t ever feel the need to complain
in the first place.

25% to 95%
increasing customer retention rates
by 5% has the potential to increase
profits4 by 25% to 95%
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Your marketing activities are the
other part of the equation here. Focus
your marketing spend efficiently –
the more people who buy another
product from you as soon as they’ve
consumed the original purchase, the
more revenue you can generate and
in turn spend on acquiring new
customers. That might mean building
online facilities to make reordering
almost automatic, for example, or
building structures that make it easier
for customers to come back. You can
also use data on previous purchases
to target customers at the right time
– for example it might tell a winter
sports retailer whether sending a
personalised email at the start of
the season is the most effective time
to generate more sales of ski gear.
One good example of a business
employing all these strategies is our
investee Sykes Cottages, the UK’s
largest independent operator of
UK holiday rental properties.
The company monitors its NPS
closely, but also focuses in on
individual customers, intervening to
understand what went wrong where
customers were unhappy; if cottage
owners aren’t prepared to put
problems right they are removed
from the company’s site.

The business has also invested in
digital tools such as an app that
provides local information to each
customer as they rent a property.
The app improves customer service
and enables customers to search
for their next booking within Sykes
Cottages’ online infrastructure. These
retention strategies have been highly
successful, with sales increasing by
more than a third in the last year.

The results say it all
Strong customer retention practices
can be a crucial driver of growth
and scale. Yet for too many
businesses this is a neglected area:
one study20 found that only 16% of
companies focus more on retention
that acquisition.
This is not to suggest that companies
should forget about customer
acquisition, but once you understand
the real value of retention activities
you can prioritise accordingly.
Your existing clients may represent
your best chance of securing
future growth.
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